
TOOLS REQUIRED: 
Paper Trimmer, Double-Sided Tape or Glue, Craft Knife and Scissors. 
Optional: Hole Punch, Eyelet Setter, Foam Tape &  Sanding Tool.

www.49andmarket.com

Vintage Artistry Tranquility Cluster Kit Directions

PREPARATION: Carefully remove all the laser cut pieces and printed chipboard from the packaging. Using a craft knife, 
turn to the reverse of the sheet and carefully cut the “pins” or nodules off each of the pieces. Sand off any residue of the 
nodules to leave a smooth edge. Each of the cluster directions will have an image of all the laser cuts, chipboard and 
ephemera used in that cluster.



Vintage Artistry Tranquility Cluster Kit

Step 1 – Gather the pieces shown in Image 1. The tag is chipboard and all remaining pieces are from the laser cut sheet. 
You can use the cover sheet to see detailed images of pieces required.

LEVEL UP: You can distress or ink the edges of the ephemera pieces for a more vintage look.

Step 2 – Start with the laser cut window as the base of the cluster. Adhere the first layer of ephemera pieces - the green 
double ticket and the white chipboard tag. Image 2.

Step 3 – Adhere the floral cluster, overlapping the tag and ticket, then add the white foliage. Image 3. 

TIP: You can trim the parts of the floral cluster or bottom of the white foliage and keep the pieces that would be 
hidden under the layers for another project. 

TIP: You can use the chipboard backing sheet or foam tape under the top edge of the rose so it lays flat with the 
tag. 

Step 4 – Adhere the third layer of ephemera pieces - “The Very Best” circle, green fabric bow and green peg. Image 4.

LEVEL UP: You can add this cluster to a scrapbooking layout, mini album, folio, card front, ATC or in a mini frame. 

Step 5 – Alternative look. Image 5..

Cluster #1



Vintage Artistry Tranquility Cluster Kit

Step 1 – Gather all the laser cuts, chipboard and ephemera pieces shown in Image 1. The frame and “magical Moment” 
circle are chipboard and all remaining pieces are from the laser cut sheet. You can use the cover sheet to see detailed 
images of pieces required.

LEVEL UP: You can distress or ink the edges of the ephemera pieces for a more vintage look.

Step 2 – Start with the blue & pink floral distressed remnant as the base of the cluster. Adhere the first layer of 
ephemera pieces - the cream ticket, label and the blue floral cluster. Image 2.

TIP: Trim the cream ticket in half vertically and also trimmed a small piece from the label. Keep these pieces that would be 
hidden under the layers for the bonus cluster.

Step 3 – Adhere the white chipboard frame on top.

Step 4 – Adhere the third layer of ephemera pieces - “Magical 
Moment” circle, pink dotted bow and two butterflies. Image 3.

TIP: You can use the chipboard backing sheet or foam tape under 
the top edge of the left butterfly so it lays flat with the circle and 
frame. 
 
LEVEL UP: You can add this cluster to a scrapbooking layout, mini 
album, folio, card front, ATC or in a mini frame. 

Cluster #2



Vintage Artistry Tranquility Cluster Kit

Photo Size: Two  3” x 3”  (both trimmed to fit behind the frames)

Step 1 – Gather all the laser cuts, chipboard and ephemera pieces shown in Image 1. First, fussy cut the blue “Tulips” 
remnant from the back of the cover sheet. The frames and “100% Genuine” circle are chipboard and all the remaining 
pieces are from the laser cut sheet. You can use the cover sheet to see detailed images of pieces required.
LEVEL UP: You can distress or ink the edges of the ephemera pieces for a more vintage look.

Step 2 – Start with the blue “Tulips” remnant as the base of the cluster.  It is turned upside down. Adhere the first layer 
of ephemera pieces - the newsprint remnant and then add both of the green foliage. Image 2.
TIP: Trim the foliage and the leaves that would be hidden under the layers for another cluster.

Step 3 – Add on the green ticket. Add your photos behind the frames then add one of the frames to the right hand side. 
Adhere one of the pink foliage stems to the left hand side, overlapping the green ticket. Image 3.
TIP: Trim the pink foliage and other the pieces that would be hidden under the layers for another cluster. 

Step 4 – Adhere the third layer of ephemera pieces - second piece of pink foliage,  pink floral stems and second photo 
frame. Image 4.
Tips: 1 - Trim off the smallest flower and leaves and use the pieces that would be hidden under the layers for another 
cluster.  2 - Use the chipboard backing sheet or foam tape under the left edge of the frame so it lays flat onto the cluster.

Step 5 – Adhere the last layer of ephemera pieces - pink postage stamp, “100% Genuine” circle, blue bow and pink 
butterfly. Attach the small blue flower and “Live This Memory” sentiment with a green peg. Lastly, make a hole in the top 
center and either end of the banner, attach elastic and add one more green peg. Image 5.
TIP: You can add this cluster to a scrapbooking layout, mini album, folio or in a mini frame.  

LEVEL UP: Attach eyelets (supplied) so that the elastic goes through a more sturdy base

Cluster #3



Vintage Artistry Tranquility Cluster Kit

Photo Size: One  3” x 3”  (trimmed to fit behind frame)

Step 1 – Gather all the laser cuts, chipboard and ephemera pieces. Image 1. The frame and pink button are chipboard 
and all the remaining pieces are from the laser cut sheet. You can use the cover sheet to see detailed images of pieces 
required.

LEVEL UP: You can distress or ink the edges of the ephemera pieces for a more vintage look..

Step 2 – Start with the pink “Tulips” remnant as the base of the cluster.  It is turned upside down. Adhere the first layer 
of ephemera pieces - the floral cluster and the green foliage. Image 2.

TIP: I have trimmed half of the floral cluster and the foliage and will use the flowers and leaves that would be hidden under 
the layers for another cluster. Image 3

Step 3 – Add on the laser cut pink heart doily and the postage stamps.  Image 4.

TIP: Trim the two left postage stamps and use the postage stamps that would be hidden under the layers for another cluster
. 
Step 4 – Add your photo behind the frame then adhere, overlapping the postage stamps and doily. Adhere the third lay-
er of ephemera pieces - pink label, blue heart button, pink button and the “couldn’t love this more” sentiment.  Image 5.

Step 5 – Adhere the blue bow. Attach the blue butterfly with a blue peg and then add the second blue peg above the 
sentiment. Lastly, make a hole in the top center and either end of the banner and attach elastic.  Image 6.

TIP: You can add this cluster to a scrapbooking layout, mini album, folio or in a mini frame. 

LEVEL UP: Attach eyelets (supplied) so that the elastic goes through a more sturdy base. 
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